Sidney Sussex College

Cycle registration form. Date: ___/___/___

Owners Name: ____________________________

Address: Sidney Sussex College Cambridge CB2 3HU

Make ................................ Model..........................

Colour(s) .................................................................................................

Type:* Standard  Hybrid  Mountain Racer  Unisex  BMX  Other..............................

*Circle which best describes your cycle.

Frame Number ....................... (Details where this may be found are overlapped)

Position of frame number...........................................................

Describe any distinguishing features e.g. frame logos, dents, scratches etc.

...........................................................

...........................................................

...........

Describe any accessories e.g. Lock, basket, lights, bell, tool bag etc.

...........................................................

...........................................................

Always remember to lock and secure your cycle when you leave it unattended.

I have registered my bicycle on www.immobilise.com Yes/No
Frame Number: Can you find it?

6. Above crank, on nearside of seat tube or as label in the V formed with the down-tube

5. Behind the front tube

7. Base of the front tube

2. Behind the seat tube

3. On a rear axle plate

4. On one of the stays

1. Under the bottom bracket

A frame number is a mix of about 5 to 10 digits and letters stamped somewhere onto the frame.